The purposes of this paper are to introduce the ability of the Bayesian quantile regression method in overcoming the problem of the non-normal errors. In this research we do simulation study to apply the proposed method. We generate data and assume error by asymmetric Laplace distribution. In this research, we solve the non-normal problem using quantile regression method and Bayesian quantile regression method and then we compare. The quantile regression approach we divide the data into any quantiles, then estimated the conditional quantile function and minimize absolute error that is asymmetrical. Bayesian regression method used the asymmetric Laplace distribution in likelihood function. Markov Chain Monte Carlo method using Gibbs sampling algorithm is applied then to estimate the parameter in Bayesian regression method. Convergence and confidence interval of parameter estimated are also checked. Bayesian quantile regression method results has more significance parameter and smaller confidence interval than quantile regression method. The best regression equation model is Bayesian quantile method used quantile value 0.50. This study proves that Bayesian quantile regression method can produce acceptable parameter estimate for non-normal error.
INTRODUCTION
Regression analysis is a tool in experienced statistics development and used in many areas of life. The analysis has a purpose to estimate the relationship between dependent variable with independent variable [1] . There are several methods used to estimate parameters in the regression equation, one of the most commonly used is the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) method. The used of OLS method is based on several assumptions, one of which is the assumption of normality. Furthermore, developed Quantile regression method which is generally used in case of econometrics. In this quantile regression approach, we divide the data into any quantiles, then estimated the conditional quantile function and minimize absolute error that is asymmetrical. In the method of quantile regression usually requires large data size.
Bayes introduced a method to estimate parameters by utilizing initial information called prior distribution. This method is known as the Bayesian method. Prior distribution can be derived from the prior research data or based on the researcher's intuition [2] . Prior information from the distribution of parameters is then combined with information from data obtained from sampling or so-called likelihood function so that posterior
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Catrin Muharisa 122 distribution is obtained. The mean and variance of this posterior distribution or the posterior mean and posterior variance then can be estimated. Bayesian Method uses MCMC algorithm (Markov Chain Monte Carlo). MCMC can be easily used to obtain posterior distribution even in that situation complex [3] . In this research will be estimated model parameters with combining the quantile regression method and the Bayesian regression method called the Bayesian quantile regression method.
METHODS
In this section, we will introduce two models, quantile regression and Bayesian quantile regression. Here, we denote Y as the dependent variable, X is the independent variable.
Quantile Regression
Quantile function denoted by where , 0 ≤ ≤ 1. Given be a random variable with a cumulative distribution function = ( ≤ ). The Quantile regression ℎ of can be simply written as follows [4] :
Given is dependent variable, and is independent variable have dimension.
The conditional quantile ℎ of defined as bellows [4] :
Based on the median concept of estimate for from the quantile regression ℎ obtained by minimizing the absolute number of errors by weighting for positive error and weighting 1 − for negative error [5] :
where is quantile indeks ∈ ( , ) and is asymmetrice loss function for ( | ) = .
Bayesian Quantile Regression
The Bayesian method uses Markov Monte Carlo chain (MCMC) to estimate the posterior distribution. Given = ( 1 , 2 , … , ), where the prior distribution of is ( ). The prior distribution taken in this research is prior informative those originating from previous research [6] . Determination of prior distribution parameters are very subjective, depending on the researcher's intuition. A variable is said to follows Asymmetric Laplace Distribution with the density function of the probability as follows [2] :
and likelihood function as follows :
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Then the posterior distribution of , ( | ) is given by
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study data generated by software R that consists of two independent variables ( 1 , 2 ) and one response variable ( ), each independent variable ( 1 , 2 ) spreads according to the normal distribution ( 1 ~ (0, 1)) and ( 2 ~ (0, 1) ). While the response variable ( ), is set value = 0,7 1 + 2 + , where ~(0, 1, 0.75). Each variable measured 150 sample data.
Estimation results of each model parameter for each quantile using the quantile regression method can be seen in the following Table 1 , the parameter of 1 significant in quantities to 0.50 and 0.75. While the parameter 2 is significant in quantiles to 0.05, 0.50 and 0.75. Hence, the coefficient parameter of each quantile satisfied when used quantile 0.50.
Estimation results for each quantile using the Bayesian quantile regression method can be seen in the Table 2 Based on the coefficient parameter of each quantile satisfied when used quantile 0.25. Based on the point estimated value of the Bayesian quantile regression closer to the beta value than the quantile regression. Estimation of model parameters with quantile regression method and Bayesian quantile regression method as previously obtained. Next will be compared by using the confidence interval. The comparison results are shows in the following Table 3 Table 3 , it can be seen in the quantile 0.05 by using the quantile regression method on 1 parameter the result is not significant, where Bayesian quantile regression method is significant. On the parameter of 2 to the quantile 0.05 using the quantile regression method and Bayesian quantile regression method not significant. In quantiles 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 0.95 it can be seen that using the Bayesian quantile and quantile regression methods has been significant. From the analysis, the best regression equation model is obtained when using Bayesian quantile regression analysis with 0.50 quantile value. The next step in Bayesian quantile regression approach is convergence test of convergence of model parameters that have been estimated parameter. Test is using history trace plot and density plot [3] . Figure 1 and Figure 2 presents a trace plot and density plot for some selected parameters.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this research, we use the analysis quantile and Bayesian quantile regression to analyze simulation study in non-normal error. Obtained the best regression equation model is Bayesian quantile method used quantile value 0.50. Bayesian quantile regression method using Gibbs algorithm sampling better estimator than quantile regression method. Because the Bayesian method has more parameter significance and confidence interval values smaller.
